[Automatic anatomic-physiologic correspondence of deep structures of the central nervous system in stereotaxic functional neurosurgery].
This work describes in detail the graphic facilities of a neurosurgical deep recording system for the anatomic-physiologic analysis of central nervous system deep structures in stereotaxic function neurosurgery guided by deep semi-microrecordings of the brain, as developed by the International Center of Neurologic Restoration in Cuba. This system for digitization of electrical activity in the brain uses an IBM-compatible 80386/80486 microprocessor in place of analog equipment for the visualization and recording of signals, thereby providing easier manipulation of recorded data and greater flexibility of analysis. The system automatically integrates each pulse recorded and quantifies its average amplitude. For each brain region explored, the behavior of the integrated activity recorded can be displayed on the corresponding sagittal view from the cerebral atlas of Schaltenbrand-Wahren, and then automatically scaled to the anatomic dimensions of each patient. The picture, with its different options, Facilitates analysis of anatomic correspondence of deep electrophysiologic signals so the various structures, nuclei and specific neuronal groups can be precisely located in the patient's brain. To date the system has been used successfully in over 110 neurosurgical procedures ventral intermedios (vim)-thalamotomy, pallidotomy, subthalotomy and neurotransplantation, providing more certain location of lesions or grafting sites for managing symptoms in Parkinson's disease and other movement disorders.